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Professional Electrical Contractors (PEC) is

an electrical contracting company that

works on a variety of commercial and

residential projects. With the help of eVolve

Electrical, Professional Electrical Company

has enhanced their prefabrication process

which makes them stand out from the

competition. 

 

Here are a few results:

 

100's of hours were saved through the

use of eVolve Electrical's pre-built

content library.

PEC is finishing projects 2-4 weeks

faster.

PEC started experiencing a positive

impact quickly due to eVolve MEP's great

customer service and implementation

process.

Before making the move to eVolve MEP, PEC

did not have access to a diverse library of

electrical content. They were frustrated

because they had to spend 100's of hours

manually building families from scratch or

they were forced to "scour the internet

looking for the right part."

 

According to the VDC Manager at

Professional Electrical Contractors,

“Without eVolve MEP, PEC is not as

efficient.” Time spent on building custom

content was limiting their ability to take on

more projects. PEC was also unsatisfied

with their current collaboration methods

and sought a better option.
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Executive Summary

The Challenge

"Before eVolve Electrical, there was no

diverse library of parts. If there was

something you needed, you had to build it

yourself or scour the internet for it. Without

eVolve we couldn't be as efficient."
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Now that PEC has implemented eVolve

Electrical, their VDC Manager said his

department is saving 100's of hours that

were previously spent drawing parts. PEC is

now able to finish and design projects 2 to 4

weeks faster than before.

 

Not only is PEC able to function more

efficiently, it has also been able increase

the number of projects taken on due to

finishing existing projects early. “eVolve

Electrical helps us keep the projects on

schedule. We are able to optimize the time

we have in order to stay on schedule which

then allows us to take on more projects.”
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The Result

In order to combat the challenges of

efficiency when using a limited library of

parts, PEC turned to eVolve Electrical. The

100's of prebuilt parts in eVolve Electrical

provided an opportunity for PEC to boost

efficiency and productivity while the

platform offered a way to improve

collaboration. In addition to valuable

content features, PEC also found that

eVolve MEP’s exceptional customer service

guaranteed a smooth implementation

period. According to their VDC Manager,

they had "not seen service as good with any

other software company.”

The Opportunity

"I have not seen service as good as

with any other software company.”

“eVolve Electrical  helps us keep the projects

on schedule. We are able to optimize the time

we have in order to stay on schedule which

then allows us to take on more projects.”


